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1. Late Evening Glow with a Band of Dark Cloud
2. Early Evening, Storm Cloud Overhead
3. Warm Evening Glow, Dark High Cloud
4. Evening, Post-Sunset Glow with Vapour Trails
5. Early Evening with Vapour Trails
6. Morning, Glare of First Light
7. Midday, Cool Brilliant Sunshine Overhead
8. Afternoon, Menacing Clouds on a Bright Day
9. Mid-Afternoon, Threatening Cloud Moving into View
10. Daytime, Storm Cloud Overhead
11. Morning, Calm Blue Sky and Bluer Sea
12. Dusk, Two Small Clouds Barely Visible
13. Night, the Last Semblance of Blue Sky
14. Before First Light, Sky Rising from the Sea
15. Early Evening, Bright Sky with Islands
16. Late Evening, the Dying Embers of Sunlight Obscuring the Islands